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How to remove the blue border from a linkedHow to remove the blue border from a linked
imageimage

Sometimes when you apply a link to an image a blue border will appear.

Blue border around the imageBlue border around the image

Select PropertiesSelect Properties

Right Click on the image and select properties.
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PropertiesProperties

Amend the border width to be zero and then click OK.

Border has been removedBorder has been removed

Your border will then have been removed.
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Changing the style of an article blockChanging the style of an article block

This article will demonstrate how you can personalise your article blocks to meet your
company's brand guidelines.

Select the Article BlockSelect the Article Block

Left-click on the article block template that you would like to incorporate into your GatorMail
design.

If the article block already exists and you would like to update/add your own colours to the
article, click on the article block that is displayed in the editor screen. Then click the insert article
block button in the editor, this appears on the right-hand side. As soon as you click on the
'Insert Article Block' button it will allow you to edit the article style to meet your requirements.
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Click 'Insert Article Block'Click 'Insert Article Block'

TemplatesTemplates

Once you have selected the template that you would like to use it will open up a new window,
click on the 'Use Template' button.
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Show stylesShow styles

After clicking use template it will display the template with the default colours. You can edit the
colours, font style and font size by clicking 'Show Style Options.'
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Alter stylingAlter styling

1. By clicking on the drop-down box you can change the font face.
2. Modify styles- if you click on the drop down box you will be presented with the option to use

a previous design. This will save you time if you repeatedly use the same article block.
3. You can search by user-modified style - therefore if you had multiple users using the same

article block but applying different styling, you can filter by your user profile.
4. Allows you to change the font colour. (Step 5 walks you through how to manually add a

colour). The first colour is the title, the second colour is the main body text and the third
colour option is for the 'Read More' link.

5. By clicking 'Save Colours,' you can save your colour in the colour picker, meaning you won't
have to repeatedly add the RGB/HEX value colours.

6. The main colours mark the background of article block. An important point to note is
whether your email design is black (for example) and you would like the article block to
match the same back ground colour, you will need to set the main colour as black. The first
colour option is for the main body background and the second colour signifies the border
around the image.

7. The font sizes allows you to change the font size of the article, please note this is measured
in PTS and not PX. The first size represents the article title, the second is for the main body
text and the third is for the read more link.

8. As you make changes this area will display a preview of the article block you are editing.
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ColoursColours

Click on the drop-down box next to the colour that you wish to change - this will bring up a
colour palette. To add a custom colour, click on the RGB slides below.

Adding your personal coloursAdding your personal colours

After you have clicked on the RGB sliders you can either enter the HEX code or the RGB colour
reference. If you do not have the RGB or the HEX colour you can add in the HSB or the HSV
code.
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How to remove the underline from a linkHow to remove the underline from a link

When you create a link it will automatically become underlined.

Underlined LinkUnderlined Link

If you don't want your link to be underlined, you will need to change this in the HTML code of
the email.

Switch to HTML viewSwitch to HTML view

Switch to the HTML view using the option at the bottom of the editor.

Finding your linkFinding your link

Using CTRL+F find your link text, (in this example it is Visit our Website) within the HTML code.

The beginning of a link will look something like this:

<A href="{CONTENT lz.aspx?p1='{Content/EMailLink}{Content/
CampaignCode}&amp;w=8177&amp;cID=0&amp;cValue=1" CampaignURL} ?>Visit our
Website</A>

You will need to enter the following code (in red) into the link so it looks like this:

<A style="TEXT-DECORATION: none" href="{CONTENT lz.aspx?p1='{Content/EMailLink}{Content/
CampaignCode}&amp;w=8177&amp;cID=0&amp;cValue=1" CampaignURL} ?>Visit our
Website</A>
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Edited LinkEdited Link

Your edited link will look something like this.

Switch back to design viewSwitch back to design view

Switch back to design view to check that your underline has now been removed.
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How to Insert Anchor TagsHow to Insert Anchor Tags

Anchor Tags are clickable links in your email which will jump the viewer to another section
of the email.

NB: Anchor tag clicks are not registered as tracked links

Selecting the Anchor DestinationSelecting the Anchor Destination

1. Highlight the text that you would like the reader to end up at, this is usually the full article.
2. Click on the Hyperlink Manager at the top of the screen (not the 'insert tracked link' button

on the right-hand side)
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Naming the Anchor DestinationNaming the Anchor Destination

1. Click on the 'Anchor' tab at the top.
2. Anchor ID
3. Give the Destination a name. Avoid spaces, symbols and numbers in the name.
4. Click 'OK.'

Naming the Anchor SourceNaming the Anchor Source

1. Highlight the text that you would like to link to the target you have just identified.
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2. Click on the Hyperlink Manager at the top.

Selecting the Anchor DestinationSelecting the Anchor Destination

Select the Anchor Destination from the Existing Anchor drop down and the press ok. Your
Anchor Tag is now ready to use.
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How to use Query StringsHow to use Query Strings

Within the product, it is possible to pass static, contact and campaign data to external
websites for use with other systems.

This may include the following:

Static - Any value that would need to pass into the external site, such as the campaign
name.

Contact - Any contact information such as first name, or contact id.

Campaign - The campaign code assigned at campaign level. This is handled automatically
once set and takes the format of CC=YOURCAMPAIGNCODE within the url.

Query Strings - Creating the LinkQuery Strings - Creating the Link

1. Within your email or landing zone, highlight the text to turn into a link, and click on ‘Insert
Weblink’

2. Add the url of the page that the contact should be sent to.

3. You then need to add the information to pass, at the end of the URL.

This is done by adding a question mark (if one doesn’t already appear within the URL) and then
setting the information.

Query Strings - For Static InformationQuery Strings - For Static Information

Simply add ?CampaignName=Example to the end of your URL.

Query Strings - For Dynamic Contact DataQuery Strings - For Dynamic Contact Data

For contact specific information you would use the name of the system field in the following
format:

Itemname={Content/Person/FIELDNAME}

So, if you wanted to pass a contact’s firstname to the website you would add:

http://www.website.co.uk/?fname={Content/Person/FirstName}

When a contact clicks on the link the URL passed will be as follows:
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www.website.co.uk/?fname=Neil

You can pass multiple values by adding an ampersand ‘&’ between each piece of information.
So if you wanted to pass first name, last name and email address you would structure the URL
as follows:

http://www.website.co.uk/?fname={Content/Person/FirstName}&lname={Content/Person/
LastName}&email={Content/Person/EmailLogin}

Which would result in:

www.website.co.uk/?fname=Neil&lname=Mullarkey&email=neil@company.co.uk

Passing this information does make it visible within the URL. Alternatively, you can pass a
contact id, so that any form on the page can use this information in order to prepopulate the
form. If passing your crm contact id you would structure your link as follows:

http://www.website.co.uk/?id={Content/Person/crmContactId}

Query Strings - Adding Campaign Code to the URLQuery Strings - Adding Campaign Code to the URL

By adding a campaign code to each campaign, the product will pass this with every link that is
clicked within the campaign in the following format; CC=YOURCAMPAIGNCODE.

Within the campaign planner, go to the detail tab – advanced details and add your campaign
code in. This will then be passed into your URL
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How to Insert Dynamic Images into an EmailHow to Insert Dynamic Images into an Email

There are three ways that this can be done:

1. Use Dynamic content Block â€“ ok for say up to 5 rules

Add a dynamic content block to email with rules that say â€˜if cardname=VISA etcâ€™ then
add the visa image to the editor

2. Pass full image and path in CSV field â€“ good for larger rules

Add an image to the email and go to the html source, so firstly you would see this

<img src=http://thegators.gatorMail.co.uk/Instances/lz/images/MovingTruck.jpg>

Then instead of the image add this:

<img src=#[Content/Person/CardImage]#>

Now when you upload csv for contacts, if the personâ€™s CardImage field holds the image
url which in my case is http://thegators.gatorMail.co.uk/Instances/lz/images/
MovingTruck.jpg then it will change for each contact

3. Pass part of image and path in CSV field

This method is same as 2) but you can just cut down the content sent in the CSV:

<img src=http://thegators.gatorMail.co.uk/Instances/lz/images/#[Content/Person/
CardImage]#.jpg>

so if the personâ€™s cardname field name just held MovingTruck then it would again
change for each person
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How to Insert an ImageHow to Insert an Image

Images, for example company logos, can be inserted into HTML emails. Please note, only
flat file images (e.g. gif, bmp, jpeg, png) can be inserted into the body of an email. Flash
movies and files cannot be used in the body of an email for the simple reason that the mail
recipients' email client (Outlook, Lotus Notes etc.) does not allow such files and will not
render them in your recipients' inboxes. Emails with such files included in their body will be
blocked.

Using the Image ManagerUsing the Image Manager

The Image Manager can be used to upload or insert images into the editor. Images cannot be
inserted straight into an email from your local PC - they must be uploaded into CommuniGator
first (you can do this from within the email editor though).

Place the cursor where you want to insert the image

1. Click on the 'Image Manager' icon
2. Select the required image from the list
3. Click 'Insert'
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Uploading an Image to CommuniGator using the ImageUploading an Image to CommuniGator using the Image
ManagerManager

1. Click 'Upload' in the image manager
2. Click 'Select' and choose the image you'd like to use
3. Open the image you wish to upload, then select 'Upload' and your images will be uploaded

into your CommuniGator.
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Resizing ImagesResizing Images

In CommuniGator it is important to resize images within the image manager and not in the
HTML code. The reason behind this is because different email clients interpret the HTML
code differently. Some email clients will interpret the code based on the size in the HTML
code, whilst other email clients will interpret the image size based on the file path. By
ensuring that the image is hosted in CommuniGator and resized in the image editor, you
can ensure that all of your recipients get the same high-quality experience.

Below is a step-by-step guide on how to resize images in CommuniGator.

Image ManagerImage Manager

Click on the image manager inside CommuniGator
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Open Image EditorOpen Image Editor

Locate the image that you would like to resize.

Once you have found the image that you would like to resize, click on the image to select it and
hit 'Image Editor.'
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Select resizeSelect resize

This will then take you through to the Image Editor function in CommuniGator. To resize the
image select the resize button (Highlighted below).

Edit SizesEdit Sizes

You then have the option to change the width and the height of the images. Once you have
change the height or the width of the image click resize and this will change the size of the
image.
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Constrain proportionsConstrain proportions

The first button to the right of the size is constrain proportions. This will maintain the aspect
ratio of the image. The second button is the Swap Width and Height and will change the width
and height around and vice versa.

Rename ImageRename Image

You then have the option to rename the file, if you don’t rename the image it will automatically
add "_thumb." Once you are happy with the size and name of the image click save.
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How to use the Image Map EditorHow to use the Image Map Editor

The Image Map Editor allows different areas of an image to have different URL destinations.

Inserting a new mappingInserting a new mapping

1. Select the image
2. Once the image is selected, click on 'Image Map Editor'
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Insert, Update and Remove a new areaInsert, Update and Remove a new area

1. Select the shape required and select New Area
2. Select the new area to move it to the required position and use the small red box to resize

the area
3. Enter in the required details, including the URL, the target, and enter a comment if required
4. Once you are happy with all the settings, click on 'Update Area'

If you want to update the area select the mapping, make the changes and click 'update area.' If
you want to add another area, select New Area and follow steps 1-4. To remove an area, select
it and click on 'remove area,' or alternatively 'remove all' to remove all the current mappings on
this image.
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How to Create a MailTo link with a Subject LineHow to Create a MailTo link with a Subject Line
& Body text& Body text

This article shows how to add a MailTo Link to your email, which will automatically launch a
new email including the subject line and body text when clicked.

NB: Mailto links areNB: Mailto links are notnot trackable in your campaign resultstrackable in your campaign results

Hyperlink ManagerHyperlink Manager

1. Highlight the link text
2. Click on Hyperlink Manager (NOT the tracked links button on the right-hand side of the

editor)
3. Select the Email Tab
4. Type in the email address
5. Type in the subject line
6. Click OK
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Tracked Email LinkTracked Email Link

1. Highligh the selected text
2. Click insert web link
3. Remove the http:// and replace it with mailto: followed by the email address (e.g.

mailto:support@communigator.co.uk)
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Adding the subject lineAdding the subject line

1. Add to the mailto:support@communigator.co.uk ?subject= followed by the subject line (e.g.
mailto:support@communigator.co.uk?subject=CommuniGatorMailToLink)

2. As you can see when sending a test this populates the subject line
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Mail to Body TextMail to Body Text

The mail to body text is added after the subject line of the same link as shown in the screen
shot above. After the subject line type "&body=" then your message. You are able to include
spaces within the body text by adding %20 between each word. This results in the mail shown
below.
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The finished articleThe finished article
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How to Upload a HTML FileHow to Upload a HTML File

The HTML Upload section allows you to upload a file with HTML (including images) straight
into the CommuniGator Editor. This allows you to create a new template or an actual Email
(etc) from HTML you have designed outside of the product. The HTML Upload is similar to
the Image Upload whereby you can manage the images, but also includes more
functionality for the HTML itself.

HTML UploadHTML Upload

1. Tools Tab
2. HTML Upload
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Uploading a HTML FileUploading a HTML File

There are two methods of uploading HTML, via a Zip file, or via a URL. If you have a zip file there
are a few conditions which must be met before uploading it.

1. The zip file must have the following folder structure...
1. /myhtmlfile.html
2. /images/myimage.png
3. /images/myimage2.gif etc

2. Ensure only one HTML or HTM file is present in the zip file you upload.
3. Image folder names cannot contain spaces or non-alphanumeric characters. (This is because

many email clients will not render images which do not follow this convention)
4. If you want to use the URL feature please note not all HTML on an external URL is

compatible with the upload. Any that do not work 100% are not supported.
5. Once you have selected the file or URL there are some choices to make. These are detailed

below...
1. Save Images ToSave Images To - Allows you to set a destination for the images in the zip file.
2. TypeType - Allows you to select if the upload should make an Email or LZ.
3. Is Template?Is Template? - Allows you to select if the upload should make a template or not.
4. Make Links TrackableMake Links Trackable - Do you want the upload to set all links to trackable links

automatically?
5. Retrieve HTML FromRetrieve HTML From - This is where you select your file or URL.
6. NameName - What name do you want to give your new Email or LZ?
7. DescriptionDescription - Allows you to enter a description.
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6. Once all options are chosen simply click "ProcessProcess" and the upload will begin.
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How to Delete a Table ColumnHow to Delete a Table Column

This article explains how to delete a table column.

If your table has split or merged table cells this method may not work for you.

Select cellSelect cell

1. Click into the table column that you would like to delete

Right-click inside cellRight-click inside cell

1. Right-click inside the column you would like to delete. This will bring up a dropdown menu.
2. Scroll down until you have highlighted 'Delete column'

Clicking this option will delete the column from your table
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How to Create an HTML Button-Style LinkHow to Create an HTML Button-Style Link

Because a lot of email clients don't download images automatically, it's best to keep your
links as text.

This article will show you how to create an HTML based button link.

The tableThe table

You need to create a table for your text link to sit inside of, so create a table with the following
attributes:

• 1 row
• 1 column
• 8px cell padding

The textThe text

Type your link text inside of this table
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Add your linkAdd your link

Apply your link to the text:

1. Highlight your text
2. Select the 'Insert Web Link' option from the right-hand side of the editor
3. Type in your link
4. Click 'Insert'

Select your link tableSelect your link table

Select the table that contains your linked text
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Apply a background colour to the tableApply a background colour to the table

• Whilst the table is selected navigate down to the paint bucket in the footer bar of the editor
• Select the colour you want your button to be
• Click the colour to apply it to your table

Style link textStyle link text

Now you need to select your linked text and apply a colour to this too so it stands out against
your button

If you need help doing this please check out our 'Changing Link Colour' article
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How to Add a tableHow to Add a table

This article will show you how to add a table to your email or landing zone

Open the editorOpen the editor

Log into your CommuniGator account and access the editor for the file you would like to
change

Insert your tableInsert your table

Select the 'Insert Table' button from the top menu
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Choose your table size by number of rows and columnsChoose your table size by number of rows and columns

Select how many rows / columns you would like your table to have by hovering over the
highlighted cells
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Table insertedTable inserted

Your table will be added to your email once you have selected your row/cell combination above.
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How to insert an iFrame for a web captureHow to insert an iFrame for a web capture
form.form.

An iFrame is an HTML inline frame that you can use to add HTML from another source onto
your website or LZ. Although possible, we do not recommend you use iFrames within your
landing zones. The primary use of the iFrame is to add a CommuniGator capture form into
your own website.

1. This is the button you use to insert an Iframe. It will bring up a new window.
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1. This selects whether you want the iFrame to have a border or not.
2. You set the width in either percentage (%) or pixels (px) here.
3. You set the height in either percentage (%) or pixels (px) here.
4. You can either insert the iFrame here or cancel what you have done.

Email Marketing - Version 7 - Google ChromeEmail Marketing - Version 7 - Google Chrome

As can be seen here, the iFrame has been added to the HTML with the source being the iFrame
placeholder provided by CommuniGator. The basic syntax of the iFrame is <iframe></iframe>,
with all the extra pieces inserted into the first tag.

1. This is the important part, the source for the iFrame. Here you insert the link you want to
add (most likely the Web Capture form link, which can be found under the details tab on the
web capture). Please ensure that you surround the link with ".
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2. Any other parts are defined here. Most HTML definitions can be inserted here, the editor has
inserted the tags for border, height and width. Don't forget that you can trigger height and
width using the percentage sign or the denomination 'px'.

Email Marketing - Version 7 - Google ChromeEmail Marketing - Version 7 - Google Chrome

The iFrame is complete. You can now copy and paste the HTML code from CommuniGator into
your website for form capture purposes.
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How to change the colour of a hyperlinkHow to change the colour of a hyperlink

This article shows you how to change the colour of a hyperlink without having to go into the
HTML code.

Add a hyperlinkAdd a hyperlink

1. Highlight the text that you would like a hyperlink attached to.
2. Click insert web link button (just like you would normally when adding a tracked link).
3. Add the link and alias
4. Insert
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Select the hyperlinkSelect the hyperlink

Once you have added the link to the selected text, place your cursor on the hyperlink as in the
example above. Do not highlight the link - simply place the cursor somewhere in the text.

Select the colourSelect the colour

After placing your cursor on the hyperlink click on the 'A' icon (foreground colour) this appears
at the top of the editor (see screenshot above). This allows you to select the colour that you
would like to use.
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How to automatically send a campaign toHow to automatically send a campaign to
someone that fills in a web capture formsomeone that fills in a web capture form

The below article provides a step-by-step guide on how to create a campaign that is
triggered to send out from a submission of a web capture form.

To achieve this the following requirements will need to be met:

• A Refresh Non-Recurring Campaign.
• A group for the new prospects to be included into.
• A live Web Capture form.

The below example shows how to create a campaign that is triggered to send by a web
capture form submission:

Step 1 - Creating the CampaignStep 1 - Creating the Campaign

Go to Campaigns and Add a New Campaign.

1. Set the Action Type for the Campaign to be Refresh Non-Recurring.
2. Make sure that the End Date is set far enough in the future so that the Campaign remains

live.

The rest of the Campaign will need to be setup as normal. (Entering the Alias, Reply-To, Attach
the email etc)
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Step 2 - Creating the GroupStep 2 - Creating the Group

1. Go to Audience, Groups.
2. Then select Add New Group
3. Type in the Name and click Add.

Add a rule for a contact to be included into the group.Add a rule for a contact to be included into the group.

In order for this to be successful you would need to make sure you have at least one contact in
the group as failing to do so will prevent the campaign from being initiated. This included
contact is purely for the setup only so we strongly advise including yourself or a colleague into
the group. (You may need to add yourself as a contact within CommuniGator first).
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NOTE:NOTE: You can use an existing group for this however the contacts within that group will
receive the campaign once initiated so therefore we recommend building a new group (with
one included contact) for the prospects to be included into when the web capture form has
been submitted.

Click on Add Rule

1. Select Contact Rule
2. Add a Description and select the Contact field ‘EmailLogin’
3. Next select the Operator to be 'Is Equal To'
4. Enter the ‘contacts’ email address.
5. Click Add

This rule has now been applied to the group in which the contact should now be added.

Step 3 - Initiating the CampaignStep 3 - Initiating the Campaign

In order for the campaign to be triggered from the web capture form the campaign will need to
be initiated first. After you have reviewed the campaign details, added the audience and
attached the email you are ready to initiate.

Note:Note: The campaign will be sent to the included contacts within the group. This campaign willThe campaign will be sent to the included contacts within the group. This campaign will
now remain live until the 'Close Date and Time' has been reached. In the meantime anynow remain live until the 'Close Date and Time' has been reached. In the meantime any
contacts that are included into the group will be sent the campaign automatically.contacts that are included into the group will be sent the campaign automatically.

Campaign Review.Campaign Review.
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Now that the campaign has been initiated, you are ready to create or modify the web capture
form to configure the submit options.

Note: The yellow tick indicates the campaign status as live.Note: The yellow tick indicates the campaign status as live.

Step 4 - Modification of the Web Capture form.Step 4 - Modification of the Web Capture form.

When a prospect submits a web capture form you have the ability to configure the submit
options to include them into a specific group.

1. Click/Highlight the submit button.You may need to click the 'INPUT' text that appears in the
breadcrumb at the bottom of the editor in order for the submit button to be highlighted.

2. Click the icon to enter the 'submit button' options.

3. Follow the instructions through and select the group (that you attached to the campaign)
from the drop down menu.

4, Finish the 'submit button' options and Save the Web Capture form.

The setup is now complete. - When the Web Capture form is now submitted, the prospect is
then added into the group and therefore sent the email from the campaign.

If you have any questions regarding this help article then please do not hesitate to contact:
support@communigator.co.uk
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Using the Breadcrumb to edit Table PropertiesUsing the Breadcrumb to edit Table Properties

The Breadcrumb Trail makes editing and changing tables much easier than trying to select
them in the design area.

The breadcrumb is situated at the bottom of the editor.The breadcrumb is situated at the bottom of the editor.

Breadcrumbs work from left to right with the main table being the far left breadcrumb and the
inner tables working their way to the right.

Selecting the main tableSelecting the main table

1. When a ‘TABLE’ is clicked within the breadcrumb the table in the editor is highlighted in
yellow so you can easily see which table you are editing.
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Once the table has been selected you can edit various properties of that table.

Editing your tableEditing your table

1. Width - set the width of your table in either pixels or % e.g. 600px, 100% etc.
2. Height - set the height of your table in either pixels or % e.g. 150px, 400px etc.
3. Spacing -set spacing to your table.
4. Padding - set padding to your table.
5. Border color - set border color of your table.
6. Border Width - set the border width of your table.
7. Alignment: set your table alignment e.g. top centre
8. Background: if you wish for your table to have a background color set it here.
9. Table properties - clicking on this icon brings up a screen with an overview of your table

properties.
10. Classname - if you would like to apply a CSS class to a particular table in your email, set it

here..

Removing an ElementRemoving an Element
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1. You are also able to remove elements from your design, for example removing a table
within a table using the breadcrumbs, by selecting an element from the bread crumb and
clicking 'remove element'. In the example above this will remove the table in the center of
the outer table from your design.

WARNING: If you remove the element from the far left table, your whole email will be removed.
In this case if 'Ctrl-Z' does not reverse your action, 'Snapshot Manager' should help retrieve a
previously saved version of your design.
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Editing Table and Image BordersEditing Table and Image Borders

This article explains how you can change the border size and remove the blue border that
appears around images if a link is attached to the image.

Use The BreadcrumbUse The Breadcrumb

Click inside the table for the border that you would like to change, use the breadcrumb down
the bottom of the editor to select the table that you would like to change, on the breadcrumb
you need to look for the table an example is listed below:

Change Border ColourChange Border Colour

By selecting the Table option you will be presented with the option to change the border colour,
you will need to set a border width for the border to appear.
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Change Border WidthChange Border Width

If a blue border is appearing around images with links attached to them this is because certain
email clients will automatically insert a blue border around the image. What you need to do to
remove this is change the border with to “0” this should then remove the border from the
image.
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How to redirect a landing zone to anotherHow to redirect a landing zone to another
document or web page by using Javascriptdocument or web page by using Javascript

This Article will walk you through a step-by-step guide on how to redirect a landing zone to
a document.

A good example of how to use this functionality would be setting up an LZ notification to
inform you when someone has clicked on a particularly valuable link.

Step 1)Step 1)

Let's start by adding a New Landing zone.
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Step 2)Step 2)

Within the Landing Zone editor, click on the 'Insert Landing Zone' display script button, this
appears on the right-hand side button list.

Step 3)Step 3)
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Enter the following Java Scriptcode in the update Landing Zone Javascript area:

<script language="javascript">

setTimeout(function() {

window.location.href = "INSERT DOCUMENT URL"}, 1000);

</script>

Step 4)Step 4)

Replace the 'Insert Document' link URL with the Document URL. If the document is hosted in
CommuniGator (Which we recommend doing), you will need to send yourself a test first to
receive the URL.

Once you have entered the document link click 'Save,' and then click 'Close.' This will then
redirect to that document when the landing zone link is hit in the creative email.
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How to Insert a Landing Zone Link & Attach it toHow to Insert a Landing Zone Link & Attach it to
a Campaigna Campaign

Linking to a Landing Zone is a great way of taking the recipient through to private content,
dynamic content or a pre-populated form.

Inserting your LinkInserting your Link

1. Highlight the text you wish to create the Landing Zone on.

2. Select the 'Insert Landing ZoneInsert Landing Zone' button.

 You can also associate Landing Zone links with buttons and images, you just need to
select the icon that looks like an archery board.
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1. Remember the 'Landing Zone Reference Number'1. Remember the 'Landing Zone Reference Number' for later. This is especially important for
when you have multiple LZ links.

2. If you're using the Lead Score functionality in GatorMail, you can also assign it to a 'Lead
Score Category' and give it score.

Attach your Landing Zone to a CampaignAttach your Landing Zone to a Campaign

 Please Note: It must be a traditional campaign in order to add landing zones.

1. Select your Campaign.
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2. Select the Landing Zone tab within the campaign module

3. Select 'Existing Landing ZoneExisting Landing Zone'.

 If you haven't yet created the Landing Zone, you have the ability to select the New
Landing Zone, where you can build the Landing Zone using the Drag and Drop EditorDrag and Drop Editor
or the HTML Editor.HTML Editor.

3. Select the Landing Zone you created.

4. Remember to change the Reference Number to the Landing Zone number you received when
creating it.

5. Select 'Attach Landing ZoneAttach Landing Zone.'
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Landing Zone EditorLanding Zone Editor
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Creative - Landing ZoneCreative - Landing Zone

This is where all your Landing Zones live, you can move items into folders to help keep
things tidy.

Creative - Landing ZonesCreative - Landing Zones

1. This option will hide or show the folder tree.
2. Click here to add a new Landing Zone.
3. Click here to use the filter search option.
4. Click here to remove the filter/search you applied.
5. Clicking a letter will show you all Landing Zones that start with that letter.
6. These are the tick boxes for selecting multiple Landing Zonesat once when moving them to

different folders.
7. This is the name of the Landing Zone.
8. This is the description of the Landing Zone, the description is not searchable but can still be

useful.
9. This is the date the Landing Zone was created.

10. Click here to preview the Landing Zone, this will open a new window so ensure pop ups are
not being blocked.

11. Click here to delete the Landing Zone.
12. This is your folder tree.
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The Editor DashboardThe Editor Dashboard

The Editor is fairly similar in every area of the product however a few icons differ depending
on where the editor is accessed from, for example the Landing Zone Editor has Web
Capture Icons that you won't find in the Email Editor.

The Editor OverviewThe Editor Overview

1. Save & Close Tool Bar
2. Snapshot Manager
3. View Design Tabs
4. The Standard Toolbar
5. The CommuniGator Toolbar
6. The Properties Toolbar
7. Email Design

Save & Close Tool BarSave & Close Tool Bar
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1. Save and close - this will save your work and close the editor taking you back to the main
email menu.

2. Save - this will save your work and keep you within the Editor.
3. Close - this will close the editor, taking you back to the main email menu, without saving

your work.
4. Save and Preview - this will save your work and open a pop up window with a preview of

your design.
5. Snapshot Manager - this will show you the autosaves of your work in which you can revert

back to if needed

View Design TabsView Design Tabs

1. HTML - this shows the HTML version of the Email Design.
2. Text - this shows the Text version of the Email Design.
3. Details - this shows you the details of the Email (see example below)

Details ScreenDetails Screen

1. Name - this is the name of your email design and is visible in the main email menu.
2. CSS File - this is the name of the CSS File the Email Design is referencing, if you are

referencing a CSS File.
3. Description - this can be used to give yourself more information about the email design, it is

visible on the main email menu.
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4. Lead Category - if you use Lead Scoring then this is where you would select which category
the open score will accumulate against.

5. Lead Category Score - this is how many points a contact will score in the above selected
category for opening this email.

6. Character set - this is the character set that the email design is using, the most common
used one is Unicode (UTF-8)
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Top Menu IconsTop Menu Icons

Along the top of the Email Editor are a the Content Buttons, each one is explained here.

Content Buttons (top line)Content Buttons (top line)

1. Toggle Full Screen Mode (F11) - This allows you to switch between full screen mode and
normal screen mode.

2. Save - this allows you to save your work when in full screen mode.
3. Spell Check - checks the spelling within the text of your email.
4. Spam Check - this checks the text of your email for words or phrases that are often deemed

as spam.
5. Print (CTRL+P) - click this to print a copy of your email.
6. Find & Replace (CTRL+F) - allows you to find & replace words within the text of your email.
7. Cut
8. Copy
9. Paste from Word

10. Paste from word and strip font
11. Paste Plain Text
12. Paste as HTML
13. Format Stripper
14. Undo (CTRL+Z)
15. Redo (CTRL+Y)
16. Image Manager (CTRL+G)
17. Image Map Editor
18. Embed Image
19. Content Image
20. Hyperlink Manager (CTRL+K)
21. Remove Link (CTRL+SHIFT+K)
22. Bold, Italic and Underline Buttons
23. Alignment options
24. Indent and Outdent options
25. Number list and Bullet list options
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Content Buttons (bottom line)Content Buttons (bottom line)

1. Foreground Colour
2. Back Ground Colour
3. Colour Converter
4. Strikethrough
5. Subscript
6. Superscript
7. New Paragraph
8. Insert Table
9. Show/Hide Border

10. Insert Form Element
11. Insert Symbol
12. Insert iFrame
13. Font NAme
14. Size
15. Real Font Size
16. Apply CSS Class
17. Paragraph Style
18. Custom Links
19. Zoom
20. Module Manager
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Toolbar IconsToolbar Icons

These buttons run down the right hand side of the Email editor, they insert tracked links
and content unique to the platform.

CommuniGator Toolbar IconsCommuniGator Toolbar Icons

1. Insert View in Browser Link (Ctrl+Shift+B) - Highlight your text and click this button is all you
have to do to insert a view in browser link.

2. Insert LZ Link (Ctrl+Shift+L) - click here to view our Insert a Landing Zone Link page
3. Insert Weblink (Ctrl+Shift+W) - click here to view our Insert a Web Link page
4. Insert Document Link - click here to view our Using the Document Manager page
5. Insert Survey Link (Ctrl+Shift+S) - highlight your text, click this button and select your

reference number. Don't forget to note down the reference number because you will need it
when you attach the survey to the campaign.

6. Insert Unsubscribe Link (Ctrl+Shift+U) - highligh your text and click this button to insert an
Unsubscribe link.

7. Insert Send to a Friend Link (Ctrl+Shift+F) - highligh your text and click this button to insert a
Send to a Friend link.

8. Insert VCAB Link (Ctrl+Shift+V) - highligh your text, click this button and select which
publication you would like to link to.

9. Insert Calendar Link (Ctrl+Shift+O) - click here to view our Inserting a Calendar Link page
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10. Insert CSS - click this button and select your CSS.
11. Insert Template - click this button and choose a template from your own template library or

our online template library.
12. Insert Salutation - click here to view our Using the Salutation Tool page
13. Insert Rating Control - Allow contacts to rate your content on a scale.
14. Add/Edit Dynamic Content (Ctrl+Shift+D) - click here to view our Using Dynamic Content

page
15. Insert Article Block (Ctrl+Shift+A) - click here to view our Inserting an Article Block page
16. Insert Events Block (Ctrl+Shift+E) - click here to view our Inserting an Events Block page
17. Insert Events Links (Ctrl+Shift +Alt+E) - highlight your text, click this button and select a

reference number. Don't forget to note down the reference number because you will need it
when you attach the Event to the campaign.

18. Autotrack Links (Ctrl+Shift+T) - click this button to make all your links in the email trackable.
19. Social Media Links - click this button, make your selections in the box and submit to insert

your social media icons and links.
20. Convert all styles to inline styles - this will detect styling and convert to inline styles
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Spam CheckSpam Check

Everyone these days uses spam blocking software to prevent what they deem to be junk
mail. The spam blocking software will use key words or common junk email patterns in an
email to determine whether an email is permissible or not.

The spam check will check an emails content to look for possible spam violations.

Spam CheckSpam Check

Once the email is complete, click on the check spam icon on the top tool bar.

Spam Checker ResultsSpam Checker Results

A brief synopsis will state whether any common spam rules have been breached.

Note: the spam check acts as a guide; it is not a definitive rule as to what will definitely be
marked as spam. Different organisations will have different rules that they will apply to emails.
It does not strictly matter if you correct all matched rules because not all recipients check the
contents of the email. However to ensure maximum deliverability we do advise you word the
content carefully to not match any rules.
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Hyperlink ManagerHyperlink Manager

Although we do not recommend using the hyperlink manager to insert links (due to links
not being tracked in GatorMail) it does have some other uses such as: Inserting mailto links
and inserting anchor tags.

We recommend using it for mailto links because tracked mailto links will open a blank
window in addition to a new email. By using the hyperlink manager it will open a blank
email with the to address completed.

The hyperlink manager is not just useful for adding links but you can also use it for tool tips
and and targets for tracked links.

Where to find the Hyperlink managerWhere to find the Hyperlink manager

The hyperlink manager appears in the top tool bar and as you can see is highlighted in the
screenshot above.
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Managing hyperlinks from the breadcrumbManaging hyperlinks from the breadcrumb

If you highlight the URL you will be able to access the hyperlink below the breadcrumb. You can
also change the option without opening the hyperlink manager. See the above image which
demonstrates this.

Hyperlink ManagerHyperlink Manager

1. URL - If you would like to insert a non tracked hyperlink enter the URL or the mailto address,
please note if this is being used for an email address you will need to enter "mailto:" before
you enter the email address.

2. Insert Document - If you would like to attach a non-tracked document then click this button
and select from the CommuniGator libary the file that you would like to attach, please note
we do have the option to insert tracked document links.
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3. Link Text - If you are placing the hyperlink over the text then this is where you enter the text,
if you have already highlighted the text that you wish to hyperlink this should appear within
the link text text box.

4. The Link ID
5. Target - If you would like to have control over how the link opens click on the target option,

this will then provide you with a drop down of the different options, some of the options are:
Same window, new widow etc...

6. Existing Anchor - If you have set up anchor tags then you can select the anchor tag that you
would like to use. A anchor tag is:The HTML code for creating a link to another page or to a
particular section within a page. The majority of email clients do not support anchor tags
within emails, but if you are using the hyperlink manager on a Landing Zone page this
should work.

7. Tooltip - A tool tip is a message which appears when a cursor is positioned over an icon,
image, hyperlink, or other element in a graphical user interface. If you would like to insert
text to identify the icon, image or hyperlink then you can enter the text you would like ot
appear when hyperlinked.

8. CSS Class - If you have a CSS sheet attached to the design you can select the CSS reference
that you would like to use, this means you don't need to go into the HTML code and
reference it this way. Please note some email clients will ignore the CSS code.
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Snapshot Manager User GuideSnapshot Manager User Guide

Snapshot manager is new functionality in the html editor that protects the end user from
losing their work. Snapshots are taken automatically and whenever the user saves their
creative.

A configurable number of snapshots are kept per design, and a configurable interval
between the automatic snapshots can be set. By default this will be 10 snapshots and one
every 5 minutes. When the next snapshot is made it will overwrite the oldest one. By
default the date and time is saved into the name of snapshot.

To help the user even further single snapshots can be protected so that they are never
overwritten by the auto snapshot. More than one can be protected so that the user can
keep important milestones within the design should they need to. Or perhaps they just
broke the design by making a change. This will now mean they can see each snapshot and
revert to the last good one.

If the user wants to revert a snapshot the system will first take another snapshot of what
they are about to revert from and mark it as protected. That way there is no danger what
was the latest is ever overwritten by further snapshots.

All snapshots save both the current HTML and TEXT version, thus any revert will revert both
of these.

Snapshots are saved showing the username of the user that it was created for. As well as
for informational purposes, it actually is also used to stop anyone other than that user from
unprotecting snapshots not created by them. Customers that have multiple users can
therefore protect snapshots that remain there until only they say otherwise. Or better use
perhaps, when we deliver a template from design, we can protect a snapshot of it that the
customer can never overwrite.

Please note the snapshot manager is a replacement of the old auto save popup within the
email editor.

Snapshot manager is available at the following places…

• Emails
• Landing Zones
• Email Templates
• LZ Templates
• Web Capture
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Where is it?Where is it?

In the editor Snapshot Manager is on the top menu.

Basic NavigationBasic Navigation

On click of the Snapshot Manager you will get a popup showing the latest snapshot that has
been taken.

Actions available are…
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1. Click Show all SnapshotsShow all Snapshots to get to a list of all snapshots for the current design.
2. Click on the Left / RightLeft / Right arrows (or use left / right keys of the keyboard) to cycle through

previews of each snapshot for the current design.
3. Click Preview / HTML / TEXTPreview / HTML / TEXT to flip between looking at just that of the selected snapshot.
4. Click on the StarStar icon to protect the selected snapshot.
5. Click on the NameName of the snapshot, or the Pencil icon, to rename the current snapshot. Do

this to name it something more sensible perhaps?
6. Click on the RevertRevert button to set the design back to that of the selected snapshot.

Show All SnapshotsShow All Snapshots

On click of the Show all Snapshots a list of all snapshots for the current design will slide down.
You can see the protected status of each, its name, the date taken, whether it was a manual

save or autosave and the user who the snapshot was created against.

Actions available are…

1. Click on any RowRow within the grid to open the Preview of that snapshot.
2. Click OutsideOutside the slide down list of snapshots to collapse it and therefore get taken back to

the Preview of the snapshot the user was on before.
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Inserting a Template into your DesignInserting a Template into your Design

It is possible to insert a template into your email from either your own template library
within the platform or our online template library.

Insert TemplateInsert Template

1. Click on the Insert Template icon on the right hand side of the Editor.
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Insert Images using Image ManagerInsert Images using Image Manager

Images, for example company logos, can be inserted into HTML emails. Please note, only
flat file images (e.g. gif, bmp, jpeg, png) can be inserted into the body of an email. Flash
movies and files cannot be used in the body of an email for the simple reason that the mail
recipients' email client (Outlook, Lotus Notes etc.) does not allow such files. Emails with
such files included in their body will be blocked.

Image Manager IconImage Manager Icon

Place your cursor in the email design where you would like your image to go and then select the
Image Manager Icon from the top tool bar.
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Image Manager selectionImage Manager selection

If the image already exists within your Image Manager Library then select it so that a preview
appears on the right hand side and then click insert.

Uploading a new image to image managerUploading a new image to image manager

If the image you wish to insert is not yet in the Image Manager Library then select upload at the
top of the Image Manager. Once the pop up appears hit Select to browser for the image on
your PC and choose the one you wish to upload. You should go to the folder you'd like to
upload into prior to clicking the upload button.
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Custom Links for Personalising your ContentCustom Links for Personalising your Content

You may be familiar with the concept of "mail merge" within computer applications. Mail
merge allows information that you hold about an individual to be included within the body
of a document - in this case an email or landing zone. CommuniGator can have
personalisation attributing to information that you hold on individuals included within
them.

Inserting a Custom LinkInserting a Custom Link

1. Place your cursorcursor where you would like the data to go within your email.
2. Click on the custom linkcustom link drop down.
3. Select the relevant fieldrelevant field from the drop down, in this example 'FirstName'.

 Please Note:Please Note: If there is no data in the contact record, it will display as blank when sent.
If you do not want this to occur and you know you may not have all of your data then
we recommend using a Salutation Field.
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Custom LinkCustom Link

This will then insert the custom link for you.

When the email is sent the contacts FirstName will be inserted into the email from the data held
within CommuniGator. When sending a test email the data that is inserted here will be that of
the contact you are mimicking not necessarily that of the person the test is being sent to.
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Inserting a Landing Zone LinkInserting a Landing Zone Link

A link to a landing zone is created much in the same way as a link to a website. For the
HTML editor this is done by highlighting text or an image then creating a link. For the TEXT
editor you simply need to place your cursor in the position for the link.

Inserting a Landing Zone LinkInserting a Landing Zone Link

1. Highlight the text you wish to link to your landing zone.
2. Click on the Insert Landing Zone Link icon on the right hand side of the Editor.

Selecting a Reference NumberSelecting a Reference Number
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A window will pop up prompting for reference number for the landing zone. Typically, the link
to the first landing zone will be numbered "1" and all subsequent links to other landing zones as
links 2,3,4 etc... You should only use the same number within the same design if you want more
than one link to the same landing zone. You will also be able to select a Lead Score category if
you are using this functionality.

Note: At this stage, the specific landing zone that each reference will link to is not determined.
Landing zones and emails are mutually exclusive in the creation stage. They are effectively
unaware of each others existence. The "Campaign" will determine how the link reference
numbers and landing zones identify one another.

Assigning a Lead Score to your Landing Zone LinkAssigning a Lead Score to your Landing Zone Link

If you are using Lead Scores the select the Lead Score Category you would like to use and the
value you would like the contact to score for clicking through on this Landing Zone Link.
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Inserting a Web LinkInserting a Web Link

A common objective from marketing campaigns is to generate interest in an organisations
website. Inserting a link from an email or landing zone to a page on a website can generate
this interest.

Inserting a Web LinkInserting a Web Link

1. Highlight the text you wish to link to a website.
2. Click on the Insert Web Link icon on the right hand side of the Editor. Using this icon will

ensure that the link is trackable within the product, so that you can see the click through on
the results of the campaign.
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Assigning a URLAssigning a URL

1. Enter the URL you wish to link to.
2. Enter an Alias for the link. This is optional but the Alias will show in the results of the

campaign which can make reporting easier.
3. Select a Lead Score category if you use Lead Scoring.
4. Enable Google Analytics if you use Google Analytics on the URL that you are linking to.
5. Click insert once you are happy, to insert your link.
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Insert a Document LinkInsert a Document Link

Links can be created from the email or landing zone to documents, such as PDF documents
and MS Word documents.

Insert a Document LinkInsert a Document Link

1. Highlight the text you wish to link to a document.
2. Click on the Insert Document Link icon on the right hand side of the Editor.
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Inserting the DocumentInserting the Document

1. Select the document you wish to link
2. Click insert
3. If the document is not already in your library then you can upload it from you computer by

clicking upload.
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Uploading a DocumentUploading a Document

1. Hit Select and then browse for the document on your computer.
2. Once the file has been selected click upload. Once the file has been uploaded you can insert

it into your email.
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Inserting a Calendar LinkInserting a Calendar Link

Calendar links can be inserted for Outlook 2007+, Outlook 2003, Google or Yahoo so the
recipient can add your event to their calendar.

Inserting a Calendar LinkInserting a Calendar Link

1. Highlight the text you would like to add the Calendar to.
2. Click the Insert Calendar Link icon on the right hand side of the Editor.
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Configuring the Event/Meeting Details for the Calendar LinkConfiguring the Event/Meeting Details for the Calendar Link

1. If it is an Event/Meeting that you have created previously then you can select it from the
Existing drop down and the previous details will be pre-populated for you.

2. Insert the name of you Event/Meeting
3. Select the type of Calendar Link you would like to create. All Email Clients work differently

and insist on different configurations for the link to work.
4. Enter the start date and time of the Event/Meeting.
5. Enter the End Date and time of the Event/Meeting.
6. Enter the Priority of the Event/Meeting.
7. Enter the Location of the Evetn/Meeting.
8. Enter the Description of the Event/Meeting.
9. If this is an Event Confirmation that you have created within the platform using the Event

tool then tick this box.
10. Once you are happy click insert to finish and insert the link.
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Using the Salutation ToolUsing the Salutation Tool

The HTML editor allows different salutation fields to be added whether the data is available
or empty. Using an example, if you store the contacts First Name in the system then you
can use the salutation tool to retrieve this data. You can then enter some default text to
show if the contact has no first name, "Dear Customer" perhaps.

Inserting SalutationInserting Salutation

1. Place your cursor where you would like the salutation to go.
2. Click on the Insert Salutation icon on the right hand side of the editor.

Add Salutation IdentifierAdd Salutation Identifier
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You may choose to have more than one salutation within an email and each one will need to
have a unique name. This Identifier is for internal use only and will not be seen by your
contacts.

The Salutation ScreenThe Salutation Screen

1. Choose the field that you would like the system to look at.
2. Insert what you would like to be displayed if the field selected is not blank. This is usually a

custom link of the above field but occasionally it might not be.
3. Insert what you would like to be displayed if the above field is blank. This is the alternative

text.
4. Once you are happy click save and close.
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Finished SalutationFinished Salutation

A Salutation Field will have then been inserted. Don't worry your contact will not see this yellow
box.
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Inserting a Survey LinkInserting a Survey Link

It is possible to build surveys within the platform, when you do this you can link from an
email to the survey by inserting a Survey Link.

1. Highlight the text you would like to make a Survey Link.
2. Click on the Insert Survey Link icon on the right hand side of the Editor.

Select the Survey Reference NumberSelect the Survey Reference Number

A window will pop up prompting for reference number for the Survey. Typically, the link to the
first Survey will be numbered "1" and all subsequent links to other Surveys as links 2,3,4 etc...
You should only use the same number within the same design if you want more than one link
to the same Survey.

Note: At this stage, the specific Survey that each reference will link to is not determined. Surveys
and emails are mutually exclusive in the creation stage. They are effectively unaware of each
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others existence. The "Campaign" will determine how the link reference numbers and Surveys
identify one another.
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Inserting a Send to a Friend LinkInserting a Send to a Friend Link

It is possible to insert a Send to a Friend Link into your email so that a recipient may send
their friend their own copy of this email.

Inserting a Send to a Friend LinkInserting a Send to a Friend Link

1. Highlight the text you would like to make your Send to a Friend Link.
2. Select Insert Send to a Friend Link from the right hand side of the Editor.

That's all you have to do the link will now be inserted.
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Insert Dynamic ContentInsert Dynamic Content

Dynamic content is used to send emails with different content to different recipients,
depending on the values stored in CommuniGator's database. The tailoring can be as
simple as saying 'Dear Sir/Madam' at the beginning of the email if the addressee does not
have a name (and 'Dear Joan' if they have) - to an email composed of several different
paragraphs depending of the interests of the addressee.

Dynamic Content can be used in both emails and landing zones

1. Adding Dynamic Content1. Adding Dynamic Content

The steps involved in setting up Dynamic Content are described in detail below. This example
uses Dynamic Content to send an email to recipients with the salutation of "Dear *Firstname*"
where the First Name of the recipient is known and a salutation of "Dear Sir/Madam" where the
First Name of the recipient is not known. Please see the steps below...
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1.1. Insert a Dynamic Content section marker at the appropriate point1.1. Insert a Dynamic Content section marker at the appropriate point
in your content, giving it a namein your content, giving it a name

Place the cursor in the correct position and click on 'Insert Dynamic Content Block.'

1.2. Dynamic Content Identifier1.2. Dynamic Content Identifier

Give your dynamic content an appropriate name and click 'Add.' Try to be descriptive with your
identifiers rather than simply giving them reference numbers - this will make it easier to
remember which content is contained in which block.
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1.3. Add The Condition1.3. Add The Condition

Click 'Add Condition'

1.4. Adding Description1.4. Adding Description

Click on 'Add Condition' and add a description for this.
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1.5. Add a rule to the condition1.5. Add a rule to the condition

1. Click on the rules tab and click add rule.
2. In this example the attribute name will be 'First Name' and the operator will be 'Contains

Data.'
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1.6. Add content to the rule1.6. Add content to the rule

You will then need to add the content to be displayed for this rule. Within here text, images and
custom links can be used and also formatted.

So for where the recipient/contact 'First Name' field contains data we want to show the
recipient/contact 'First Name' on the email. So enter the custom field #[Person/FirstName]#
from the drop down list. Then save and close the rule.

1.7. Insert a second condition1.7. Insert a second condition
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In this particular instance we will need to add an additional rule to say where the recipient/
contact 'First Name' field does not contain data show Sir/Madem. In the same dynamic content
setup add another condition and give it a description.

1.8. Add a rule to this condition1.8. Add a rule to this condition

Click on the condition, click add rule and enter the next rule.

In this example enter the attribute name 'First Name' and the operator 'Does Not Contain Data'
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1.9. Add content to the rule1.9. Add content to the rule

You will then need to add the content to be displayed for this rule. Within here text, images and
customer links can be used and also formatted.

So for where the recipient/contacs 'First Name' is not filled in we want to show Sir/Madem. So
type in Sir/Madem, then save and close the rule.
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1.10. Overview of Conditions1.10. Overview of Conditions

Save and close the added conditions, and save the email.

1.11. Test the Email1.11. Test the Email
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As you can see from my test it has included the contacts 'First Name'.

2. Editing Dynamic Content2. Editing Dynamic Content

Select the Dynamic Content Block and click on the 'Insert Dynamic Content Block' to bring up
the current setup.

2.1. Edit Conditions2.1. Edit Conditions

1. To edit a condition highlight the condition
2. Select 'Edit Condition'
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2.2. Edit Conditions2.2. Edit Conditions

1. Edit the condition as required, save and close everything and test your email.

In this example if the recipient/contact 'First Name' has data then we are going to edit the
conditions to also show the 'Last Name'. For this go to the 'Content' tab and enter the 'Last
Name' custom field. The rule would stay the same as if the 'Last Name' field is blank it will just
show the 'First Name'.
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Insert Article BlockInsert Article Block

Inserting an Article block into your email and Landing Zones gives you the ability to add
articles without having to open the HTML every time you send a campaign.

Inserting an Article BlockInserting an Article Block

Place your cursor where you would like the block to go within your Email and select Insert
Article Block on the right hand side of the editor.
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Insert a Content IdentifierInsert a Content Identifier

This is for your use only and will not be seen by contacts, it helps you to identify different blocks
within your Email especially if you have more than one.

Selecting a layoutSelecting a layout

1. Choose whether to have the type of Long or Short, typically short layout's will be in Emails
and Long will be in Landing Zones.

Clicking on each layout will enlarge it for you, once you find one you wish to use click use
template.
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Selecting TemplateSelecting Template

Once you have selected the template you wish to use, a preview of the template will appear,
select 'Use Tempalte' to confirm this is the template you would like to use.

Selecting your StylesSelecting your Styles
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Once you have chosen a layout click show style options to display the styling options. After you
have customised your styles click save & close to insert your Article Block into the Email.
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Insert Event BlockInsert Event Block

Inserting an Events block into your email or landing zone gives you the ability to add event
details into emails.

Inserting an Events BlockInserting an Events Block

Place your cursor where you would like the block to go within your Email and select 'Insert
Events Block' on the right-hand side of the editor.
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Insert a Content IdentifierInsert a Content Identifier

This is for your use only and will not be seen by contacts, it helps you to identify different blocks
within your Email especially if you have more than one.

Selecting a formatSelecting a format

Clicking on each layout will enlarge it for you. Once you find one you wish to use, click 'Use
Template.'
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Select Style OptionsSelect Style Options

Clicking on show style options will allow to customise your Event Block. Once you are happy
with your Style options click 'Save & Close' and your Event Block will be inserted.
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Insert Event LinkInsert Event Link

Within your Email you may want to have a link to an Event created within the product.

Insert Event LinkInsert Event Link

To insert an Event Link, highlight the text you wish to link and and then click the 'Insert Event
Link' icon on the right hand side of the tool bar.
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Insert Event Link - Select Reference NumberInsert Event Link - Select Reference Number

A window will pop up prompting for reference number for the Event. Typically, the link to the
first Event will be numbered "1" and all subsequent links to other Events as links 2,3,4 etc... You
should only use the same number within the same design if you want more than one link to the
same Event.

Note: At this stage, the specific Event that each reference will link to is not determined. Events
and emails are mutually exclusive in the creation stage. They are effectively unaware of each
others existence. The "Campaign" will determine how the link reference numbers and Events
identify one another.
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Autotrack LinksAutotrack Links

Any links created using the icons on the right hand side of the editor but occasionally you
may have reason to insert links in another way. If you do so you will need to ensure that
they are tracked so that the reporting in the results of the campaign are accurate.

Autotrack Links - IconAutotrack Links - Icon

Select this icon to autotrack your links
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Autotrack LinksAutotrack Links

Here you have the option to track in Google Analytics as well. Click track to track all the links
within your email that are not currently tracked.

Autotrack LinksAutotrack Links

The number of links made trackable only includes the number of links that were not already
trackable. So you may have 10 links in your Email but it will only show 1 for the 1 link that was
not already trackable or in this example 0 links as they were all tracked before selecting
autotrack
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Insert Social Media/Share LinksInsert Social Media/Share Links

If you wish to have Social Media Links within your Email then you can use our tool to insert
the icon images. This will also mean you can separately track your social media clicks in
your campaign results.

This feature allows your contacts to share your content via social media

Inserting Social Media LinksInserting Social Media Links

Within the Email place your cursor where you would like the icons to be and then select 'Insert
Social Media Links' from the right-hand tool bar.
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Inserting a Social Media LinksInserting a Social Media Links

Select which icons you would like to include, how many table columns and whether you would
like small icons or large.

Once you are happy with your selections, hit submit.

Your social media sharing links will then be inserted into the page.
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Drag & Drop Landing Zone Creator (Beta)Drag & Drop Landing Zone Creator (Beta)

As part of making our landing zone creation simple and quick for you, we have created a
Drag & Drop creator for our Creative-Landing Zones! It is very similar to our GatorCreator
drag & drop so should be familiar to most of our customers. But if you need a reminder or
have never used one before, keep reading!

Please note that this is still in Beta, so any issues should be sent to
support@communigator.co.uk.

Editor OverviewEditor Overview

For creating your landing zone head to Creative -> Landing Zone as usual.

When you select 'Add New Landing Zone' it will bring up the screen shown above.

Select the Gator Creator red icon to create your landing zone in the drag & drop.
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As you can see above the landing zone creator is exactly like Gator Creator.

The only difference are that you have a script block option to add any html,

It works exactly the same with creating your landing zone page as the html editor, except it is
more digestible.
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